Mining Cryptocurrency.

About This Guide.
This document aims to serve as a guide for readers in the beginner stages of mining cryptocurrency, especially those
that are interested in cloud mining. Hardware mining is not less effective, rather it is just an expensive method and
the objective idea of this guide is to give you a way you can mine without incurring expensive costs.

What are the pillars or core values of this guide.
1. What is Cloud Mining?
Cloud Mining is the process of bitcoin mining utilizing a remote data center with shared processing power.
This type of cloud mining enables users to mine bitcoins or alternative cryptocurrencies without managing
the hardware.

2. How to earn cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin, Ethereum, Litecoin, Bitcoin Cash,
Dogecoin, DASH, Monero and many others for free.

You can mine from Faucethub and or faucet sites. More information on Faucethub and faucet sites to follow.

3. Finding the best faucet to mine or create micro wallets.
Please note that this is not an exhaustive list of all available faucets or crypto websites, our list include the
few we managed to test and had a good experience with.
From time to time the list could be improved or be reduced. Please take all necessary safety measures and
precautions when using the list.
To view the list scroll down to Index A of this guide

4. Using Cloud Mining as an Ad revenue alternative.
Most website owners are continuously frustrated over small fees paid by ad agencies to publishers and how
the rules always change fast and leave them earning less and lesser each time. Well Cryptocurrency mining
can save you, through an html code (plug and play) you embed a miner similar to one used by most faucets
to mine Monero. This initiative is powered by coinhive. To register an account with them or learn more click
here

5. Safety tips.
Keep your password safe, strong and secret.
Beware of phishing and spam mails.
Do your research on credible and secure websites diligently, test things out before you make any deposit
into the platforms.
Read the legality and rules governing each faucet or site.
Don’t ever hand over private information, always use your public wallet addresses..

Wallet Options.
Bitcoin, Litecoin & Etherium
Dogecoin - The official Dogecoin blockchain
Blockchain - Bitcoin, Bitcoin Cash and Ether
Wavesplatform - One of the best multi coin wallet on the market. It is free to use.
WHAT IS BITCOIN CASH?
Bitcoin Cash is a form of peer-to-peer electronic cash that was created after a fork of the Bitcoin blockchain in August
2017. Bitcoin Cash has since grown to be one of the top cryptocurrencies, along with bitcoin and ether.
HOW DO I GET BITCOIN CASH?
If you had bitcoin in your Blockchain wallet before the fork in August, you already have Bitcoin Cash. If you're new to
Blockchain, you can get started with Bitcoin Cash by exchanging bitcoin or ether.

WHAT IS ETHER?
Ether is a digital currency. Like Bitcoin, it enables people around the world to transact, save, and hedge their way to a
better financial future. In addition to sending value, ether also powers the Ethereum platform.
WHY SHOULD I USE IT?
As the Ethereum platform grows, more intelligent applications will be built on top of it. We want to give you the
opportunity to start using ether now, so you'll be ready to use these products in the future.

Index A.
Faucethub
You need to register an account with Faucethub or have a personal wallet for each coin you are interested in mining.
Please note you can also withdraw Coinpot earnings into faucethub.

Cointiply
Free hourly spins, you can use your coins to buy machines in their mining games to earn extra coins. It also has one
of the best Paid To Click earning method I have ever seen.

Coinpot Faucet
You need to register an account with Coinpot or have a personal wallet for each coin you are interested in mining
from the list below.
Hint: Use coin conversion to reach minimum early. For example, BTC withdrawal minimum will not be equal to
Litecoin minimum.

Moon Bitcoin
Moon Litecoin
Moon Dash
Moon Dogecoin
Moon Bitcoin Cash
Coinhive Monero XMR mining pool
More useful to website owners. For more information visit their website.
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Disclaimer: Reader discretion is advised, I have no guarantees that these methods will always work.
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